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Engaging students to learn is not an easy task for English teachers. Motivating them to learn and participate in class becomes a big challenge, but can we be provocative enough as teachers to involve them to learn? Can we challenge them to learn in a different way?

Teaching English through Games and Activities help and motivate students to view English learning with a different perspective. It will allow them to have the opportunity to be challenge at their own level.

Through this workshop teachers will learn and participate in different activities to engage their students to learn and participate in class without any hesitation.
The workshop intends to motivate teachers to do more games and activities in the classroom in order to engage our students to like the subject. Due to the fact that the majorities of the activities gives positive grades, this motivates the students to participate. It also allow them to be the center of the class.
The games and the activities are done in a special way so that the teachers can plan, introduce, review, practice any topic in any of the four skills, Reading, Writing, Listening and speaking. They can also create many activities for Grammar and Vocabulary.

During the workshop the teachers will be able to do many of the activities proposed.
RESULTADOS Y DISCUSIONES

During the different presentations done with this workshop. The teachers were able to give their opinions and feedbacks about the activities and also asked questions about the different topics we covered during the sessions.

They were able to find out that they can use the activities for any topics in the four skills and they also know that they can adapt the activities for any level they want.
CONCLUSIONES

AS TEACHERS WE MUST BE AWARE OF THE BIG RESPONSIBILITY WE HAVE AHEAD OF US.

WE MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THAT NOT ALL OUR STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS READY TO GO ALONG WITH THE PROCESS, BUT WE MUST DO THE BEST TO MOTIVATE THEM TO LOVE THE LANGUAGE.

IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE STUDENTS ABILITY IN ALL THE SKILLS, WE HAVE TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THAT IS A LONG PROCESS, WHICH TAKES TIME, DEDICATION, PREPARATION AND TRAINING.

WITH LOVE AND DEDICATION WE CAN MAKE IT TO THE FINISH LINE.
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Al finalizar este evento podrás encontrar esta presentación en su respectiva página web.